DR AWING2/PA INT ING2
Mrs. Bjork

Room 113, 114

bjorjea@pewaukeeschools.org

Assignment Description: Final Exam RUBRIC
3 Points will be given for each element you cover well.
2 points if you mention it and sort of explain.
1 point if you just mention it or barely cover the information.
0 points if you fail to address the item.

Written Artist Statement Paper:
_____ Paper is typed/word processed and printed out, with proper spelling, grammar and punctuation.
_____Paper used the IT’S CLEAR formatting and organization.
_____ Paper was turned in at the exam and met the deadline.
_____ Discussed your development as an artist and explained why you chose the subject/concept you
did for the final free choice. How does it summarize your artistic growth?
_____ Explained how the free choice illustrate the elements and principles of art.
_____ Discussed how your work had a complex composition, concept & exceptional craftsmanship.
_____ Explained what technique and media you explored with this piece.
_____ Explained how ALL of your artwork is creative. What is your artistic voice or style?
_____ Discussed what the most helpful thing you learned in this class was.

Oral Presentation Based on Paper:
_____ Serious, mature, focused approach to speaking
_____ Clear precise diction and volume of voice.
_____ Displayed a fully finished Final Free Choice. Drawing or painting.
_____ Discussed your development as an artist and explained why you chose the concept/subject for
your final free choice. How does it summarize your artistic growth?
_____Explained how the free choice illustrate the elements and principles of art.(which ones?)
_____ Discussed how your work had a complex composition, concept & exceptional craftsmanship.
_____ Explained what technique and media you explored with this piece.
_____ Explained how ALL of your artwork is creative. What is your artistic voice or style?
_____ Discussed what the most helpful thing you learned in this class was.
_____TOTAL OUT OF 54

